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Synopsis 
George awakens in a strange hospital room, in a facility run by beings who claim to be extra-

terrestrial aliens. In his journey to understand his situation, George confronts challenging questions 

of science, history, and philosophy, eventually uncovering a truth so terrible that it challenges the 

very foundations of his worldview. Ultimately, it is learning to deal with this burden of knowledge 

that proves to be George's greatest challenge. 

Genres: science fiction, post-apocalyptic, speculative fiction 

Themes: technology, civilization, history, loneliness, existentialism, meaning 
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Solitude is the profoundest fact of 

the human condition. Man is the only 

being who knows he is alone.  

               -  Octavio Paz 
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I. Awakening 
George awoke slowly, gradually passing through the state of semi-consciousness that often follows 

deep slumber, until he finally became alert and properly aware of his surroundings. His first thought 

was to wonder where he was, but looking around he found little that could help to answer this 

question. He was in some sort of room, but he could see no windows, no obvious door – indeed no 

objects at all that seemed even vaguely familiar. The walls were white and completely bare, with no 

ornamentation or any kind. Scattered about the room he could see various instruments of unknown 

purpose. He could not imagine what the masses of tubes, hinges, display screens, and wiring were 

for. It reminded him of the robotic machinery he had seen in photographs of automobile factories, 

though here the devices were much whiter and cleaner. The entire room had a strongly aseptic feel 

to it, which served to heighten George's feeling of unease. Looking down, he noticed that he was 

lying on a bed. Though it felt soft enough, it didn’t look like any bed he had ever seen before. It was 

roughly oval in shape, with  curved metallic ridges winding about its circumference. Like the rest of 

the room, it was almost totally white, with what looked like a few grey control panels located here 

and there around its edge.  

He tried to sit up, but was unable to do so. It felt as though his body was ignoring his brain's orders 

commanding his muscles to move. George’s latent feeling of anxiety suddenly sharpened into a rush 

of fear. He was lying down completely alone in a strange room, unable to move anything but his 

head. What was happening? Where was he? 

He tried to force himself to stay calm. To distract himself from his barely contained terror, he tried 

to remember how he had gotten here. He found that his memory was slippery and unresponsive, 

like the feeling one gets when trying to hold on to the details of a dream just after waking. At last the 

memory finally crystallised in his mind. He remembered feeling a sharp pain in his chest, collapsing 

and then being rushed to a hospital bed – he had had a heart attack! The horror that followed this 

realization was shortly followed by a wave of relief, as George realized that considering he was now 

awake and thinking, he must be still alive. This relief soon faded and turned to puzzlement, as he 

wondered where all the doctors, nurses, or other patients were. Surely there should be someone 

around. He began to feel panic rising once again. What was going on? 

Hearing an odd sound from across the room, George turned his head and saw that a rectangular 

opening had appeared in what previously had been a completely bare patch of wall. Through the 

opening stepped a metallic robot, walking with a smooth, but still obviously mechanical gait. After 

the robot had passed into the room, the opening disappeared almost immediately, leaving no sign it 

had ever been there. George watched as the robot walked across the room, moving far more quickly 

and smoothly than any robot George had ever seen. It advanced towards him, coming to a halt 

about a metre away from the edge of his bed. George was afraid and confused. Since when did they 

have robots like this in hospitals? 

Now that it was closer, George was able to examine the robot in more detail. It was humanoid in 

basic shape – two arms, two legs, a roundish head sitting atop a torso – but in details it looked very 

little like a human at all. Its face was almost totally featureless, with only the barest hints of a nose 

and mouth, and a pair of menacing mechanical eyes. George also noticed that the robot lacked 

hands, at least in the usual sense. Rather, from the ends of its arms protruded a number of rather 

intricate and disturbing looking instruments of unknown purpose, whose appearance did nothing to 
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allay George’s feelings of anxiety. The robot stood motionless for several moments, and then walked 

around to the opposite side of the bed and took up position there. 

“What do you want?” George asked, his voice quavering. The robot made no response. “What is this 

place?” Still no response. As George stared at the robot, wondering what it would do next, out of the 

corner of his eye he noticed a flicker of light. Turning, he saw a rectangular region of the wall at the 

far end of the room had lit up with a pale blue light. Just as he was wondering what bizarre new 

development this represented, he found himself staring at the first familiar sight he had seen since 

awakening: the face of an attractive young woman smiling down at him from the screen. 

“Hello George” she said in a pleasant, friendly voice. “My name is Alice. Please don’t be alarmed; you 

are perfectly safe here.” 

George stared at the screen for several moments before he again found his voice. “Who are you? 

Where am I, and what do you want with me?” 

The face on the screen smiled back at him and replied “As I said, my name is Alice. You are in a 

hospital room, and all we want is for you to relax and stay calm. You are completely safe.” 

This response only served to aggravate George. He replied angrily “How can I relax when I am stuck 

in this strange room, unable to move my own body, with this weird robot standing over me?”  

“I understand this must be very difficult for you” Alice said “But think for a moment – have you come 

to any harm since you awoke?” 

George realized that he had not. As if reading his mind Alice continued “Exactly! And does anything 

in this room pose any danger of causing harm to you in the immediate future?” 

George thought for a moment, and then inclined his head in the direction of the robot. "What about 

that thing?" He asked "It doesn't look very friendly. What is it here for?" 

"That is a medical android" replied Alice crisply. "Its purpose is to assist in your care should the need 

arise. Rest assured, it is incapable of harming you in any way." 

This sounded dubious to George, but he began to think that if the robot was going to hurt him, it 

probably would have done so by now. Although he was still confused, George found himself slowly 

calming down. 

“See, nothing to worry about!” said Alice, still smiling at him. “Now George, I would like to ask you a 

question. Is that okay?” 

When George did not respond, Alice continued in her cheery voice. 

“Okay George. What is the last thing you can remember? Please think hard and answer carefully, as 

this is important.” 

George thought for a moment, finding the memory much easier to recall now than it had been only 

a few minutes ago. “I was in the hospital visiting a friend of mine. I remember saying goodbye and 

leaving his room, and then on the way out I felt an awful squeezing pain in my chest and arm. I don’t 

remember much after that.” George paused before continuing his recollection “I think I collapsed on 

the floor, and some nurses put me on a bed and wheeled me into the emergency room. I vaguely 
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remember lots of people scrambling around and talking loudly, but that’s about it. The next thing I 

can remember is waking up here.” 

Alice waited a moment before replying. “Do you happen to remember what date you were in the 

hospital?” George thought for a moment. “The date? Ummm, no I don’t remember the date, but I do 

remember it was a Wednesday, because I start work late on Wednesdays and that’s why I was able 

to visit my friend. So it would have been maybe the last or second last Wednesday in October, 

whatever date that was. Shouldn’t you have all this in your records?” 

Alice looked rather more grave now when she replied “Unfortunately George there have been some 

problems with the records. Could you please tell me, what year was it when you were visiting your 

friend in the hospital?” 

“What year?” repeated George in astonishment. “What do you mean what year?” A horrible thought 

then struck him, and he blurted out “I’ve been in a coma haven’t I? How long has it been? If you’ve 

lost the records it must have been ages…” He trailed off, lost in his own, increasingly disturbed 

thoughts. 

“Don’t worry George, everything is fine” Alice said reassuringly. “You have not been in a coma. I will 

explain everything shortly. But please, it is very important that you tell me what year you were in the 

hospital.” 

“It was 2026,” replied George frantically “but if I wasn’t in a coma, then what happened to me? 

What year is it now?” 

After a few moments of silence, Alice responded, with a neutral expression and tone of voice “The 

year is around 2140. George, I’m sorry to have to tell you this, but you have been dead for over one 

hundred and twenty years.” 

For long moments after this revelation, George was too astonished to respond. He felt as though he 

was becoming disconnected from reality, like he was in a dream. And yet, the bed beneath him, the 

light shining in his face, the woman on the screen in front of him - it all felt so real, he just couldn't 

be dreaming. 

“So when I collapsed in the hospital, that was...” he trailed off, unable to find the right words. 

Alice completed the sentence for him “You suffered an acute myocardial infarction, leading to 

sudden cardiac death within a matter of hours.” 

There was a short pause. “But then,” continued George “if I died, but am now sitting here talking to 

you, that must mean that it worked.” George paused for a moment, and allowed a broad grin to pass 

over his face. “I can’t believe it actually worked!” 

Alice, who was now smiling again, asked “When you say ‘it’, you are referring to your 

cryopreservation?” 

“Yes of course” George replied. “I signed up with Alcor a few years back, but I always thought it was 

a bit of a long shot. I mean, freeze your body just after death in the hope that one day science will be 

advanced enough to bring you back to life? It sounded a bit silly, but for a healthy young person like 

me the insurance wasn't very expensive and so I figured, what did I have to lose?” 
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George’s good-humoured smile rapidly transformed into a puzzled frown as a new thought struck 

him. “Wait a moment, why did it take so long to revive me? Surely if the preservation process was 

good enough, then it shouldn't have taken one hundred and twenty years, what with technology 

advancing so rapidly. Moore's law and all that.” 

Alice made no response; she just continued to smile back at George from the screen. 

George continued “So what happened? Did it just take longer than anyone had predicted? Perhaps 

Moore’s law broke down earlier than expected, or there was some major crisis…” He trailed off. 

“But anyway”, he said suddenly, turning to face Alice excitedly “there’s no point in me speculating 

when you can just tell me exactly what happened!” 

Alice, whose smile had once again vanished, replied in a clear, calm voice “I’m afraid George that I 

have some more news that may trouble you. You see, aside from yourself of course, there are no 

other human beings at this facility. Those responsible for reviving you are not from Earth at all – they 

are aliens.” 

George laughed. "Yeah right. You almost had me there with the whole 'dead for 120 years thing' - I 

mean that robot is very impressive - but aliens? Come on. And what about you? If there are no 

humans, then what are you supposed to be?" 

Alice replied in a much cooler voice than before. “I assure you Mr Westfield, this is completely 

serious. I appear human to you so as to make our communication easier. In fact, I am neither human 

nor alien. I am a computer program, designed specifically for the purpose of conversing with you.” 

"A computer program! Well that would make you the most advanced computer program ever, so 

congratulations!" George retorted sarcastically. He then continued “Okay, suppose you’re telling me 

the truth. If you are a computer program, what do these aliens look like? What do they call 

themselves? What type of planet are they from? How far away is their home world? What-” 

George broke off as Alice interjected “I’m very sorry to interrupt you Mr Westfield, but I’m afraid I 

cannot answer your questions. Most of the information you have requested of me is not included in 

my database.” 

“Well then”, replied George defiantly, “let me speak to one of these aliens directly. I presume that if 

they are capable of creating you then they should also be capable of translating between our 

languages so that we can communicate.” 

Alice looked somewhat troubled at this request. “I’m not sure if that will be possible at this stage. I 

will have to contact my creators and see if they will permit it. There may be problems-” 

George cut her off. “I don’t care. You tell your boss or whoever it is that I won’t cooperate until I can 

speak with a real person. Or 'alien', as you say!” George stared defiantly at the monitor, attempting 

to project greater confidence than he truly felt. 
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II. Augustus 
Sometime later, George found himself standing, fully dressed, eagerly awaiting the imminent arrival 

of a purportedly alien entity. The robot had brought him a strange piece of clothing to change into, 

at George’s insistence that he not remain in his hospital gown. The clothing was nothing like George 

had ever seen. It was a single-piece suit, dark blue in colour, sort of like a full body length bathing 

suit, with long sleeves and a large collar. Though it looked as if it were made out of leather, the 

texture was very different, something like a cross between soft carpet and human skin. The suit also 

seemed to mould around his body, adjusting itself to fit his body shape and size. 

After a substantial delay, Alice had informed George that his request to meet with an alien had been 

accepted, and that he need only wait a short time longer. George wondered how much longer it 

would be. He instinctively looked at his wrist, and upon finding no watch there, remembered that he 

had already searched the room for a clock or watch of some kind, and found nothing - much to his 

irritation. Alice had disappeared from the screen shortly after delivering her message, leaving him 

with nothing to do but wait. Lost in thought, George was startled when the door to the room 

suddenly opened, and in came the strangest creature he had ever seen. 

He lacked the words to properly describe its shape. It had four spindly legs, each ending in a webbed 

protuberance that seemed to function as a foot. The four legs were evenly spaced around a curved 

torso, which sloped inwards moving up the creature’s body, terminating in a rather bulbous head. 

Attached to the upper part of the torso were six limbs that seemed to be a cross between arms and 

tentacles. The body was covered with what looked like a thin layer of fur, greyish blue in colour, and 

the head was obscured by a strange metallic object which George supposed was some kind of mask 

or helmet. The creature turned as it entered the room, and George noticed that it was radially 

symmetrical, with the six upper limbs spaced so as to be perfectly balanced by the four legs. 

The creature made its way towards George, moving quickly and easily. Its tentacle-arms waved 

around as it walked, and its head seemed to rotate relative to the torso with almost mechanical 

precision. George did not think a human could possibly even fit inside a costume of that size and 

shape, let alone be able to manipulate the legs, head, and tentacles in such an easy, fluid manner. 

Nor did he think it could be a robot, as no robot he had ever seen could move as smoothly and 

quickly as that - not even the medical robot he had seen earlier. Even if such a device had been 

developed, why would anyone make one that looked so strange? As a result of these considerations, 

George became increasingly convinced that he was indeed seeing a real, live alien being. With this 

realization came a surge of astonishment and fear. What would the alien be like? Would they even 

be able to communicate? The alien interrupted his thoughts by doing something George had not 

expected: it spoke. 

“Greetings” it said in a loud clear voice “You may call me Augustus”. 

George was utterly taken aback. “Augustus?” He exclaimed in surprise. “How could that possibly be 

your name? And how is it that you can speak English?” 

“Augustus is not my name,” replied the alien without the slightest hint of annoyance or surprise. “In 

fact, I do not have a name as you understand the concept. I have been studying Earth’s history, and 

based on my readings I selected the name of a prominent historical figure whom I found intriguing. I 

understand that having a name with which to refer to oneself is important for humans, so I thought 

it would facilitate our interaction if I selected one for myself.” 
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Although fluent, the voice did not sound quite right to George. It was too precise, too formulaic to 

be that of a real human being. The tone was also strange, possessing a subtle but noticeable  

mechanical quality.  

“But how is it that you can understand me?” George repeated. 

“I was coming to that. This mask I am wearing is fitted with a device that is able to detect your 

speech, transduce the raw audio waveform into a signal that my brain can interpret, detect and 

translate an approximation of my response into your language, and then produce the same 

modulated pattern of air vibrations that a native speaker of your language would produce when 

speaking the corresponding words. What you hear is not me at all, but merely a synthesized voice 

produced by the device. I am, however, responsible for the content of what is said, if not the actual 

sounds.” 

“Amazing” George said in awe. “Sort of like a universal translator, or a babel fish!” 

The alien was silent for a time, evidently making an effort to understand George's last comment. 

Finally he said “I do not know what a babel fish is, however this device is by no means universal. It is 

configured very specifically to my own distinctive patterns of neural activity, so only I am able to use 

it. Additionally, at present it is only capable of translating to and from English, not any other human 

language.” 

George's curiosity was piqued. “You have neural activity? Does that mean that your species is 

biologically similar to us?” 

Augustus responded slowly and carefully. “That question falls somewhat outside of my area of 

expertise, and indeed even our most learned exobiologists have only a comparatively rudimentary 

understanding of human physiology. Nonetheless, I can tell you that our biochemistry is carbon-

based, and our bodies are made mostly of cells comparable to those that make up your own body. 

Although our brains are not made up of ‘neurons’ as such, they do function by electrochemical 

processes broadly similar to those found in the human central nervous system. I believe this 

translation device selected the word “neural”, as this was the English word that corresponded best 

with the concept I was attempting to convey.” 

So many questions about these strange creatures flooded George's mind at once that he could not 

decide which to ask first. When did they make first contact? How long had they been on Earth? Just 

as he wondered about this, another, much more disturbing thought struck him. 

“Wait, we are still on Earth aren’t we? You haven’t kidnapped me and taken me to your planet have 

you?” 

“We are not on Earth itself; we are on board a spaceship in orbit about the planet”.  

“You mean we’re in space?!" George exclaimed in delight. "I’ve never been in space before, but I’ve 

heard that Earth looks beautiful from orbit.” 

“I cannot claim to share human aesthetic tastes, however I too find the sight a pleasant one.” 
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“But don’t change the subject” said George frantically, remembering his concern from a moment 

before. “Are you peaceful explorers or are you here to destroy us and take our resources, or feed on 

us or something?” 

Augustus paused for a moment before responding. “I am somewhat familiar with the recurring 

theme in Earth fiction of aliens arriving to enslave humanity, or destroy them in order to conquer 

the planet. Such fears are naive and misplaced, a fact that becomes clear if one considers the matter 

logically. Suppose an alien civilization is sufficiently wealthy and technologically advanced to be 

capable of building ships able to traverse the dozens or hundreds of light years to reach Earth, with 

these ships being of sufficient size and power to be reasonably sure of defeating all terrestrial 

opposition. Given these capabilities, why would such a civilization have any need for, or interest in, 

the relatively small land area and natural resources of Earth? They could far more easily obtain 

minerals from asteroids or comets, hydrogen and other elements from gas giants, and energy from 

nuclear fusion. If the civilization wanted land for settlement, it would be far easier to simply locate a 

habitable planet or moon close to their home system that was not already home to intelligent life. 

Such planets are much more abundant than inhabited worlds, and they would also be considerably 

easier to occupy and reshape to the settling civilization’s interests. It would simply not be in the 

interest of such a civilization to engage in a costly and potentially damaging war of conquest when 

there are easier ways for them to gain access to any land or resources they may require.” 

“You seem to have thought this out in great detail.” George retorted, his suspicions not wholly 

alleviated. 

Unmoved, Augustus continued his explanation. “In our earliest days of space exploration, certain of 

our scholars investigated the question of whether wars of conquest against other worlds could ever 

be advantageous. They considered numerous factors, including the size of the spacecraft necessary 

to carry weapons of sufficient power to decisively defeat any native opposition, the cost of the fuel 

needed to propel these ships the required distance, provision for rebuilding after the conquest, the 

ongoing cost of security, and not least of all, the opportunity cost of the enormous amount of capital 

that would need to be invested for such a long-term endeavour. This field was somewhat 

controversial for a time, but before long an overwhelming consensus was reached that regardless of 

the specific modelling assumptions made, such a venture could only be worthwhile for a very 

resource-rich plant located very close to the Motherworld. Even then, the risks would be enormous, 

some of which, for example the possibility that the initial invasion might be unsuccessful and 

provoke reprisals against the Motherworld or the colonies, were very hard to quantify. This finding is 

well known on my world, and has been vital in shaping the goals of our space program, which are to 

explore new worlds and solar systems, search for signs of life, and make peaceful contact with alien 

civilizations for the purpose of scientific research and cultural exchange.” 

“To boldly go where no man has gone before?” added George sardonically. 

“Not always. A lot of the most productive results actually come from more detailed secondary and 

tertiary exploration of systems through which we have already travelled. We generally take a 

cautious rather than a bold approach, always observing through telescopes first, sending probes 

second, and only sending manned ships at the final stage when we are sufficiently confident that a 

safe and successful first contact will be possible.” 
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George was silent for a time, taking in all that the alien had said and thinking it over. Although it 

seemed to make sense, he was still not completely convinced.  

“I suppose I just have to take your word for it that your purposes are peaceful. As far as I can tell you 

haven’t done me any harm, so I guess that's a good sign." He paused a moment before continuing. 

"How long ago did you make first contact, and what has been your reception on Earth? And if you 

guys are peaceful explorers, then why do you have me here alone? Why am I the only human around? 

Where is everyone else?” 

“Though we had been studying Earth at a distance for some time, we first arrived with manned ships 

about fifteen years ago. Since our arrival we have engaged in extensive study of Earth’s history, 

culture, and languages, which is why I am able to converse so effectively with you now. We have 

been working on this translation device, for instance, for several years, and only recently has it 

reached the current level of fluency.” 

"But what did everyone think of you guys just showing up all of a sudden?" interjected George 

impatiently. "Did people panic? Did they think it was the end of the world? Or was it just something 

that was in the news for a few weeks before people got bored and moved on?" 

The pause that followed lasted for such a long time that George began to worry that the alien's 

translation device had malfunctioned. Just as he was beginning to consider what to do next, 

Augustus finally spoke. 

"I regret to have to tell you this Mr Westfield, but our arrival here was not at all akin to any of the 

scenarios you described. In fact, there was never any true 'first contact' as such, so we never had the 

opportunity to observe your people's reaction to us." 

George stared quizzically at the alien. "I don't understand, how can there not have been any first 

contact? You're here aren't you? You're talking to me aren't you? Obviously you made first contact." 

After another long pause, Augustus replied "perhaps rather than try to explain, it will be easier to 

show you." 

"Show me what?" asked George in puzzlement. 

"Earth." 

And with that, Augustus rotated his head a full one-hundred and eighty degree turn, and walked 

quickly out of the room. 
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III. The City 
Many hours later - though lacking a watch he could not tell exactly how many - George found 

himself on a small shuttle craft bound for Earth. After the departure of Augustus, the medical robot 

had returned and proceeded to subject George to a long series of physiological and psychological 

tests. Alice had appeared to explain to him that these tests were necessary to ensure that he was 

recovering properly from the revival procedure, and to detect any potential complications as early as 

possible. George could see the logic behind this and so acquiesced to the tests, however this did not 

mean that he enjoyed them. He was required to move between various scanners, submit to several 

injections, and perform a battery of at times inexplicable psychological tests and puzzles. After the 

tests he was given some food - a tasteless, gelatinous green substance that Alice told him would 

satisfy all his nutritional needs. No mention was made of his culinary needs. 

Once he had finished eating, the robot had directed him out of the room and down a short corridor 

leading to an elevator. The elevator took him to another corridor, which terminated in a small room 

that housed a large central chair as its only piece of furniture. The robot had ushered George into 

the seat, and tightly strapped him in. Alice had appeared on a small screen located in front of the 

chair, informing him that he was seated in a shuttle headed for Earth, and that they would be taking 

off shortly. George had asked where Augustus was, only to be told that he would be joining George 

at some point during the flight. 

The takeoff itself had been fairly uneventful - George had felt only a minor increase in his apparent 

weight as the craft accelerated, and some centrifugal forces as it rotated about its central axis. As 

there were no windows in his small cabin, George had no idea where he was relative to the Earth, 

and all that Alice had told him before disappearing from the screen was to repeat to him that 

Augustus would be joining him shortly. George was beginning to feel rather annoyed. How long did 

they expect him to sit here with no idea of where they were going or what was happening?  

George waited, wondering what would befall him. Eventually, George felt some renewed turbulence, 

and then a short time later he felt the pressure on his body fall dramatically - apparently the craft 

was slowing down. Several seconds later the harness that had been strapping him to the chair 

retracted itself into the fabric, leaving George free to move about the small cabin. For a moment he 

remained seated, startled at this abrupt change in his circumstances. Before he could decide what to 

do, George heard the sound of a door sliding open behind him, and he turned to see Augustus 

entering the room. At least, it looked the same as the creature that had spoken to him earlier, so he 

presumed it was Augustus, though George realized that it could just as easily be another member of 

the alien species, and he would have no way to tell the difference. 

Augustus spoke in his usual, slightly mechanical voice. "Pleased to see you again Mr Westfield. I trust 

the atmospheric re-entry process was not too uncomfortable for you? I would have accompanied 

you in this cabin, only our physiology is rather less durable under acceleration than your own, so we 

require certain special equipment to make the trip safely, equipment which cannot fit in this cabin." 

"So where are we exactly?" George asked. "Have we landed, or touched down, or whatever this 

thing does?" 

"No, we haven't landed. We are currently flying at an altitude of ten thousand meters, just off the 

North American coast of the Atlantic Ocean. We will spend a few more minutes slowly circling to 
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lose velocity and altitude, and then make a low-speed, low-altitude pass over parts of the Eastern 

Seaboard." 

George was puzzled. "So when are we going to land?" 

"Landing is a relatively complex process. The preferred landing method for this type of craft is to 

come to a stop over a fairly lengthy runway, like an aeroplane. However, this requires a long, flat 

segment of ground that has been carefully examined by our engineers and certified as falling within 

safety parameters. These re-entry craft are built to be as light as possible in order to minimize fuel 

consumption, so they cannot withstand bumpy or irregular runway surfaces. This craft does possess 

vertical take-off and landing capabilities, but we avoid using these whenever possible, as they are 

highly fuel intensive." 

"You still haven't answered my question" interjected George irritably "When are we going to land?" 

"As I was explaining, landing is a relatively difficult undertaking, as is taking off again. As such, we 

attempt to limit the number of times we land - often not at all, for instance when our purposes can 

be accomplished by dropping supplies while still airborne, or by midair transfer of equipment or 

personnel. For this trip, our objectives do not require that we land at all. We will remain airborne for 

the entire trip." 

Despite the alien's long-winded explanations, George felt that Augustus was withholding some 

crucial piece of information. The thought made him feel increasingly confused and irritable. 

"I don't understand. You said we were coming down here to show me something, to explain what 

you were talking about when you said 'there was no first contact'. How are you going to show me 

anything just flying around? And when am I going to get to see some other people!?" 

Augustus was undisturbed by George's outburst. "As I said to you before, it will be easier for to show 

this to you visually, rather than try to explain it with mere words. Please continue to be patient for 

just a short time longer. Once we have lost sufficient speed and altitude we will be able to make a 

low flyby over land, and you will be able to see what I wish to show you." 

George was dissatisfied with this answer, but he could see there was no use in arguing, so he sat 

back down in the chair, crossed his arms, and resigned himself to continue waiting. Augustus 

instructed George to stay seated until he returned, as the descent procedure could make standing 

difficult, and departed. After a moment, George felt the chair push into his back and legs as the craft 

banked and turned. 

Turning his thoughts inwards once again, George pondered the absurdity of his situation. He had 

been awoken after spending decades in cryogenic deep freeze, brought back from death by strange 

beings who claimed to be aliens from a distant world, yet would tell him nothing about how they 

had arrived or how they had been received. Why had the aliens awoken him at all? Why would they 

be interested in reviving random humans who died over a century ago? Perhaps, he thought, it was 

part of some arrangement in which Earth was taking advantage of advanced medical technologies. 

But if that was the case, why would they begin by reviving the dead? Surely saving the living would 

be a much higher priority. Maybe they had been using him as some kind of guinea pig, to test out 

some new technology or technique. That seemed a bit far-fetched, but at the moment George 

couldn't think of a better explanation. 
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And what about this trip down to Earth? At least, that's what Alice and Augustus had claimed it was. 

At no point had George ever actually seen the Earth from orbit, or indeed seen anything at all out of 

a window or portal, so he had only the alien's word that he had been taken from orbit down to the 

surface of the Earth. Perhaps he was really being moved between secret government facilities, and 

their story was just a ruse to keep him calm and cooperative. But if they were transporting a patient 

or prisoner (or whatever he was), why would one of the aliens do it personally? Why reveal 

themselves and go to all the trouble of talking to him and explaining the situation when they could 

just get some human technicians or whatever to take care of it? George had thought that thinking 

things through would help him make sense of the situation, but instead his musings had only left him 

more confused and afraid than before.  

George was so engrossed in his thoughts that he had failed to notice that the more erratic motions 

of the craft had ceased. As a result, it came as a surprise when Augustus returned to the cabin and 

announced "We are now flying steady and level. Please follow me. I will now show you that which I 

have brought you here to see". 

George started, and it took him a moment to digest the alien's words before he felt a rush of 

excitement. What was this that the alien want to show him so badly? He stood up, and followed 

Augustus out the door through which he had entered, then along a short corridor. Augustus stopped 

in front of a second door, and rotated his head to face George.  

"Please be warned. What you are about to see will shock and disturb you. Are you prepared?" 

"Just show me already!" George shouted, much louder than he had intended. In a somewhat more 

polite tone he continued "All this suspense is just making it worse". 

Apparently satisfied, Augustus rotated his head back in the direction of the door, which promptly 

opened to allow them both to pass through. George found himself staring out of a large window, 

covering the entire opposite wall. At first he could make out very little, as his eyes adjusted to the 

brightness. After a few moments, however, he began to discern the vista that lay before him. 

They were flying low over a body of water, but the bank was very close, allowing him an excellent 

view of what lay ashore. He could see large buildings, dozens of them, but something was wrong. 

George looked more closely. Almost all of the windows he could see were broken, and in many 

places he saw entire walls and roofs had caved in. A few of the buildings seemed to have completely 

toppled over, in several cases generating a small clearing as they had dragged down neighbouring 

structures. Greenery was everywhere, with vines creeping up the building walls, grass growing on 

the roofs, and shrubs and small trees sprouting out through holes and cracks in walls and roofs. The 

streets between the ruined buildings were almost unrecognisable as such. In some places they were 

completely submerged under water, while in others they appeared to be little more than mats of 

grass interspersed with occasional patches of cracked asphalt and rusted hulks that may once have 

been cars or trucks. 

"Where are we?" George asked in wonderment. 

Augustus replied in his ever calm, slightly mechanical voice "this is New York City". 

George was shocked. "What? How can this be New York? What's wrong with all the buildings?" 
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"We estimate that the city has been abandoned for several decades. Rust, erosion, flooding, and 

unchecked vegetation growth have caused most of the damage you see." 

George was in a state of disbelief. This simply couldn't be New York City. How could such a large, 

important city have been abandoned and fallen into ruins? It didn't make any sense.  

Almost as if he could read George's thoughts, Augustus said "If you are still doubtful, look at the 

building we are approaching". 

George looked in the indicated direction, and his jaw dropped. The Empire State Building loomed in 

front of him, barely a few hundred meters distant. But it was not the Empire State Building that 

George remembered from countless photographs and movies. The sides of the building were 

blackened and scarred with dirt, weathering, and scorch marks. The lower dozen or so levels were 

covered with vegetation, the greenery extending like tentacles around the building's sides, as if a 

giant green octopus was slowly swallowing the structure into its cavernous jaws. The lightning rod at 

the top of the building had fallen on its side, leaving the upper few levels laced with cracks and 

blackened with what George assumed was fire damage caused by unconducted lightning strikes. As 

their craft banked around the decaying structure, Augustus directed George's attention to a smaller 

building that now appeared in front of them, slightly to the right. George recognised it as the 

Chrysler building, its Art Deco adornments barely identifiable under layers of dirt and corrosion, now 

a pathetic remnant of their former glory. 

As they flew on, the Empire State Building and Chrysler Building were lost to view. George caught 

sight of Central Park; or at least the location where Central Park had once existed. Virtually all of the  

enormous lawns and open areas were now covered with trees and other vegetation, leaving the 

area looking more like a forest than a park. Once an isle of greenery amidst an urban sea, park and 

city had now merged into a strange hybrid of greenery and concrete. Just as the trees made the park 

more closely resemble the urban jungle that had once surrounded it, so too were the surviving 

buildings now covered with so much greenery that the entire city resembled one enormous, 

unkempt garden. Man's dominion had ended, and his remaining structures and artefacts were 

slowly being reclaimed by nature.  

George directed his gaze across the central island. For as far as he could see in any direction, 

hundreds upon hundreds of buildings were in the same state of decay and disrepair. Many of the 

streets had reverted to streams - George vaguely remembered that many of New York's streets had 

originally been such before they had been tamed and redirected by man. 

The craft now banked around in a wide arc to the right, and as they slowly gained some altitude, 

George could see more of the city. For dozens of miles, out to the horizon, the city was in the same 

depressing state of dilapidation and decay. George reflected that he had never before appreciated 

just how many buildings a large city possessed. To think that all of this had been built by humans in 

the span of only a few centuries. Now, at the rate the decay was going, in only a few centuries hence 

there would be scant signs remaining of what had once been the world's greatest city. 

They continued in a wide arc around the city, rising at first, but then gradually losing altitude once 

again. Shortly after passing over the shore of Upper Bay, so they were once again flying over water, 

Augustus ended the long silence and broke into George's morbid thoughts. "There is one last thing 

you ought to see - a structure I believe held considerable cultural significance for your people." 
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For a moment George wondered what he meant, but as the craft banked further, she came into view, 

and George understood. The Statue of Liberty loomed as large and brilliant as ever, a lonely figure 

surrounded by dark empty sea. As they approached, George had a strong impression that something 

was different about the statue, but was unable to decide exactly what. Although the vegetation at 

the statue's base had become wild and overgrown, the structure itself looked essentially untouched. 

After pondering this for a moment, George realised what was wrong with the picture. In the many 

disaster and post-apocalyptic films he had seen, the Statue of Liberty was often featured, usually 

buried in sand or covered in snow, its torch broken off, its majestic crown destroyed. In the films, 

this graphic devastation of Lady Liberty always seemed to poignantly underscore the disaster that 

had befallen the rest of humanity. But the statue George saw bore no such obvious signs of 

destruction; its normality contrasted jarringly with the decayed state of the rest of the city. 

As they drew closer, however, George could see that the statue was not completely untouched. It 

was far dirtier than in any photograph he had ever seen, and small patches of vegetation were 

visible over parts of the head and crown. As they flew past the torch, George even thought he could 

make out several bird nests scattered through the stonework. The stone tablet grasped by Lady 

Liberty was covered in bird droppings, making the inscription illegible. 

As George considered the scene, a stark realisation came to him. Without humans to appreciate its 

symbolism, the statue itself was meaningless, just another heap of metal and stone, nature 

completely indifferent to its unusual shape. The dirt and bird droppings festooning the otherwise 

intact structure were, in George's mind, far more poignant and terrifying than partial burial or a 

broken torch could ever have been. A fallen stature would be cathartic, an appropriate symbol of the 

fall of man, as if nature was mourning their passing. An intact structure covered in bird droppings, 

however, served as a stark reminder that it was only man who cared for such things as mourning and 

symbolism. Nature experienced no loss at mankind's passing. No nostalgia, no sorrow, no cathartic 

release; just endless eons of pitiless indifference. In such a world, the famous symbol of one of the 

greatest nations of man was reduced to serving as a platform for birds to nest upon. As the statue 

receded into the distance behind them, it was again left alone. An empty symbol in a mindless world. 
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IV. Reckoning 
It was the same everywhere they went. Washington. Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago. Los Angeles. 

George sat in near complete silence as they flew past all these once great cities, now all in the 

processes of being eroded by wind and rain and covered with vegetation. Still lacking a watch, 

George was unsure how long it took them to fly from one city to the next. For the most part he was 

too lost in his own horrified thoughts to much care, though at one point he had asked Augustus how 

fast they were travelling. He remembered being surprised at the answer, some thousands of 

kilometers per hour, but he promptly forgot the precise figure. After all, what difference did it make 

if it took them two hours or twenty to get from one city to the next - it was not as if anything was 

going to change. The cities were all equally dead.  

As they were departing Los Angeles, George decided to ask a question that had been simmering in 

his mind for many hours. His voice broke through the quiet air of the cabin, ending what had been a 

very long period of silence. 

"Is the whole world is like this?" 

Augustus answered, his mechanical voice devoid of any trace of emotion. "There are no surviving 

inhabited urban centres on the planet. We have conducted a detailed study of most of the 

approximately six hundred cities whose populations we estimate once numbered over one million. 

In none of them have we found any evidence of occupation within the past fifteen years." 

"So where is everyone? Do they all live in the country now? Are they hiding underground? What the 

hell happened?!" George's initial reaction of shock was giving way to anger and confusion. He 

needed answers, and he needed them now. 

"The number of survivors is very small. Most of the planet is uninhabited." 

George was speechless. It was worse than he had feared. "How many is 'very small'? Ten million? 

One million? Ten thousand? How many are we talking about?" His voice was rising again, his anger 

resurfacing after the shock of a moment ago. There was a very long pause before Augustus 

answered, speaking exceptionally slowly and carefully as he did so. 

"We do not have a precise figure available at this time." 

George snorted. "What the hell is that supposed to mean? You lot seem to know so much about 

everything, you must have some idea of how many survivors there are!" Augustus made no response, 

which infuriated George still further. Rather than push the matter, however, he decided to take a 

different track. 

"Well then what happened? Was it a war? Plague? Global warming? What?" 

Another pause. "I infer from the wording of your question that you do not suspect us as having 

caused the destruction?" 

George was taken aback by this question. He thought back to their earlier conversation about the 

impracticalities of interstellar conquest. Before responding, he took a moment to gather his 

thoughts and try to calm down a little. 
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"No, I don't think it was you. That was one of my first thoughts, but as I thought about it and saw 

more of the cities, it didn't seem to fit. For one thing there was no sign of any aerial bombardment, 

nor could I see any military vehicles or large weaponry. Also, it doesn't really make any sense that 

you would go to the trouble of destroying our planet and then take me, basically a reanimated 

corpse, on a guided tour of your handiwork. Unless you just have a really sick sense of humour, but 

you don't strike me as the joking type." 

Augustus gave no indication of having noticed George's sarcasm. "Your analysis is sound. We did not 

cause any of this damage. Indeed, this is the answer to your earlier question concerning first contact 

between our peoples. I told you that there had been no real first contact, and you had asked how 

this could be so. The answer is that, when we first arrived at this planet fifteen years ago, we found 

only ruined cities. There was no organised group remaining to make contact with." 

At long last, George believed. Nevertheless, he still had a strong impression that the alien was not 

telling him everything. But now that his despair and anger were under control - at least for the 

moment - the rational part of his mind told him that there were more pressing questions that he 

needed to address. 

"You still haven't told me what happened. Why were the cities abandoned? Where are all the 

people?" 

Augustus rotated his head so that his masked face was directly aligned with George's. The alien's 

reply was brief and concise, but somehow it filled George with a horror greater even than that he 

had experienced at the sight of the devastated cities. The words echoed inside George's head, his 

brain reeling at their meaning. 

"We don't know." 

Before George could respond, Augustus indicated that it was time they returned to orbit. Too dazed 

and confused to argue, George allowed Augustus to lead him to a nearby chair and strap him in. 

Augustus then strapped himself into a much stranger looking chair located opposite. It was shaped 

rather like a stool, except that it had a large curved backing attached to support the alien's torso. 

The base of the stool was surrounded by four small holes, one for each of the aliens' thin legs. Once 

seated, each of Augustus' legs rested on a curved leg of the chair, which arced downwards and 

connected with the floor. Augustus pushed a small button on the side of the chair, and a complex 

web of straps formed around him, securing him firmly to the chair. 

Seeing the quizzical look on George's face, Augustus swivelled his head and explained. "Returning to 

orbit is much less taxing on the body than is the re-entry trip from orbit, so it is not necessary for me 

to use the special equipment. The safety harnesses are mostly a precaution. Indeed, normal safety 

procedures would indicate that we should have been wearing them while observing the cities before, 

however I considered it unlikely that you would submit to continued restraint given the 

circumstances." 

George was only half listening. He was still thinking about what the alien had said a few moments 

before. There was silence for a time while George tried to gather his thoughts, and then in a frenzy 

he began speaking very rapidly, the words tumbling out of his mouth in his desperation to 

understand. 
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"How can you not know what happened? That's ridiculous - you've got the whole planet to 

investigate! You said it yourself, hundreds of major cities. Sure, the infrastructure and buildings 

aren't  in very good shape, but there must still be libraries, government buildings, archives, and 

newspaper offices. There must be millions of computers still around with heaps of info stored on 

them. For goodness sake, just ask the survivors - they should know what happened. You said there 

weren't many but how many do you need to tell you what happened?" 

"Unfortunately things are not so simple as that." 

George felt his anger rising again, despite his efforts to control it. "What is that supposed to mean? 

You've spoken to me right? So you must have talked to the other survivors. What did they tell you?" 

"The survivors proved to be rather less informative than we might have hoped." 

George expected Augustus to elaborate. When after several moments of waiting it because obvious 

that he had no intention of doing so, George decided to once again drop the matter of survivors. 

"Well then what about newspapers? Government records? Physical evidence? There must be heaps 

of information you could use. How can you possibly not know, that's just absurd!" 

"It is not lack of information that is the problem" began Augustus. "Indeed, it is precisely the reverse. 

We have consulted all the sources you mention, and many more, from locations all over the planet. 

They have yielded a great deal of information, but we still do not know the fundamental reasons for 

the collapse of civilization." 

George stared at Augustus, utterly bewildered. This answer made no sense to him at all. Too much 

information? What did could that possibly mean?  

"Have you studied much history Mr Westfield?" Augustus asked without warning. 

"Errr, a little. Why? What does that have to do with..." 

Augustus cut him off. "Specifically, do you know anything about the fall of the Roman Empire?" 

Still not seeing the purpose this line of questioning, George decided to play along anyway. He 

thought for a moment. 

"I remember studying a bit about Rome in college. It was sort of interesting, not my best subject 

though." 

"Very good. Tell me then," continued Augustus, "why did the Roman Empire fall?" 

George considered his answer, racking his brains to remember what he had learned all those years 

ago - or at least, what he was supposed to have learned. History never had been his favourite 

subject, and he had never been the most diligent student at the best of times. At last he answered. 

"If I remember rightly the barbarians attacked and smashed through the borders. Attila the Hun and 

the Vandals and all that. The Empire was so big that they couldn't defend themselves properly, and 

also by that time the government had gotten corrupt and incompetent, so they didn't manage the 

army very well. Over time they were just overrun." 
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In spite of himself, George was rather pleased at how much he had remembered, and he looked 

expectantly over at Augustus to see his reaction. Though of course no sign of expression was visible 

under alien's mask, when Augustus spoke George could tell that he was not particularly impressed 

with his answer. 

"Correct in essentials, but grossly lacking as an explanation. You see, as part of our attempt to 

understand what happened to humanity we have engaged in an extensive study of human history. I 

personally have taken a particular interest in the rise and fall of the Roman Empire." 

"Ahh, that explains..." began George. 

"My choice of name, indeed" finished Augustus "As I was saying, I have studied the history of Rome 

extensively, particularly the Fall of the Western Empire. You may be somewhat surprised, Mr 

Westfield, to hear that until the very end, over fifteen centuries after the fact, human scholars still 

did not possess a widely accepted explanation for why the Roman Empire fell." 

George's forehead wrinkled in confusion. "But of course they do. There are thousands of books on 

the subject. I'm no expert but I know that it's a massive area. Well, at least it used to be before..." he 

trailed off morosely. 

"Certainly there were, and still are, thousands of books on the subject. Indeed, in my research I 

discovered a list of 210 distinct theories proposed by various scholars to explain the fall of the 

empire. Some of them are rather foolish, but many of them are quite plausible. In most of the books 

you speak of, scholars argue with one another concerning the relative merits of the different 

theories, each presenting his or her own preferred version of events and citing supporting evidence. 

Their opponents in turn cite other evidence - documentary, archaeological, historiographical - which 

they argue disproves the first theory and instead supports their own. Then yet another scholar 

writes a third piece arguing that the first two scholars are partly right and partly wrong, but are 

missing a third factor. And so the debate continued, up until the most recent scholarly texts we have 

been able to uncover. No overall consensus was ever reached." 

"But the barbarians did invade, and the empire did get too large to defend. What's wrong with those 

explanations?" George retorted, coming across as rather more defensive than he had intended. 

"Rome was constantly fighting against so-called 'barbarians' throughout its entire history. It is true 

that the tribes facing Rome to the north-east of the Rhine and Danube rivers did become rather 

larger and more aggressive over the course of the fourth and fifth centuries, but this is a matter of 

degree rather than of kind. Indeed, the Roman Emperor was killed in a massive Roman defeat at the 

Battle of Adrianople almost a full century before the final collapse of the western empire. That 

seems rather an implausibly long time for the empire to be on the verge of collapse if it were solely 

the fault of the barbarians. As for the matter of becoming too large, the empire essentially reached 

its maximum extent in the first century. Its size remained mostly constant for almost four hundred 

years, until the last few decades when it began rapidly losing territory. If the empire had grown too 

large, what explains the four century delay before it finally collapsed?" 

"But didn't the empire split up into two near the end, with the two halves often fighting against each 

other? That would explain why it was weaker than before - a house divided against itself and all 

that." 
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"Very true," replied Augustus, "but again, explanatorily insufficient. Civil war was a regular feature of 

Roman political life dating back to the late Republican period. There were major civil wars 

throughout the 40s and 30s BC, in AD 69, and AD 193. For a period of fifty years in the mid third 

century the Empire was split up into several independent kingdoms, only reunited after long 

internecine fighting. Civil warfare also marked the collapse of the Tetrarchy in the early fourth 

century. All of this happened long before the empire itself collapsed. Another problem with this 'civil 

war' explanation is that it cannot explain why the Eastern Empire was able to survive while the West 

fell. Indeed, if anything the power of the East increased after the fall of the West, the Byzantine 

Empire surviving its sister in the West by almost a thousand years." 

George was beginning to feel like he was back at university. He said grumpily, still wondering where 

all this was going, "Okay then, obviously you have all the answers. Why do you think Rome fell?" 

"I am not claiming to have all the answers. I do not know why Rome fell. I am familiar with most of 

the theories and some of them I consider to be quite plausible, but I cannot give a single, complete  

and coherent account as to why the Empire fell." 

"Well, okay then." George said irritably. "What is the point of this tangent? You were supposed to be 

telling me what happened to my civilization, not the Romans." 

"I raised the matter of the fall of Rome because I thought it may aid your understanding to consider 

the similarities between the two cases. In both instances there was a large and complex civilization 

which left a great deal of physical evidence behind, along with large quantities of historical 

documentation, and despite this fact no consensus explanation for the causes of the collapse has 

emerged." 

"Yes but that's completely different. Rome collapsed over a thousand years ago. You said yourself 

the cities have only been abandoned for a few decades. We also had computers, printed books, and 

cities that were much larger and more numerous than anything the Romans had. We spanned the 

entire globe with a population numbering in the billions. I'm not sure how many people lived in the 

Roman empire but it would have been way less than that." 

"Roughly sixty to seventy million at the peak, in the mid second century" Augustus answered matter-

of-factly. 

"Exactly, that's like a hundred times less. Plus they were much less technologically advanced than we 

were. I'm sure they didn't leave computer records or newspapers stored on microfilm for historians 

to examine!" 

"That is correct. However, you misunderstand the essence of the problem. For the most part, it is 

not lack of information that prevents us from obtaining a clear picture of the reasons for the collapse 

of human civilization. As I said before, it is exactly the opposite: we have far too much information. 

Synthesising all the books, newspapers, government documents, and other evidence so as to 

generate a single comprehensible narrative has proven to be immensely difficult. You must 

remember that there are not very many of us on Earth - only a few hundred - and we have had to 

begin from the very beginning. We first had to learn your languages and then basic essential details 

concerning your culture, society, economics, family structure, etc. Only then could we commence a 

proper analysis of the causes of the collapse. Our technology is far in advance of your own, but our 

resources here are still fairly limited - hence the need to conserve fuel for instance. In several 
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decades time we may have a much more complete understanding of what happened, however at 

this stage we still do not really know." 

As before, George felt that in spite of the alien's longwinded explanations, his questions were not 

really being answered. "But surely you must know something, even if you don't have all the details 

fitted together. Was it war? Famine? Plague? What?" 

Augustus paused for a moment before answering. "There is widespread agreement among our 

scholars that the downfall of civilization was not the result of a sudden catastrophic event such as 

nuclear warfare or a natural disaster. Rather, it was a prolonged process that spanned several 

decades. We have many reports concerning various crises and disturbances, including food 

shortages, nation-wide riots, economic collapse, social upheaval, and even civil war." 

George was incredulous. "But those sorts of things happen all the time. How does that lead to the 

end of civilization?" 

"Precisely" said Augustus "You see the problem. Very few things that happened in the final decades 

were unique to that time period, but for some reason those crises seem to have had some sort of 

complex causal interaction with one another, feeding into each another in a positive feedback loop 

that ultimately led to consequences far more dramatic than could be predicted simply by examining 

the events in isolation." 

"But what did people think was happening? Surely they could see as the cities were beginning to fall 

into disrepair and everything was going to hell. You're not telling me that everyone just sat around 

and let the world collapse without doing anything about it?" 

"Written records and official documentation become scarcer in the period immediately preceding 

the final collapse, so it has been difficult to obtain a clear picture of what people near the very end 

were thinking. We do know that in the earlier years of the crises there were some people who spoke 

up about the need for drastic action, but for the most part they were largely ignored. This is 

unsurprising given the number of times the end of the world has been predicted throughout human 

history. In this particular instance, however, the doomsayers turned out to be correct." 

George snorted bitterly. "Like the boy who cried wolf." 

"The boy who what?" Augustus asked. 

"Oh, never mind. But still," he continued, resuming his previous train of thought "People must have 

done something when it became really obvious that things were going down the toilet". 

"Mr Westfield, in your own time, how many people in the world lived without access to clean water, 

proper nutrition, or adequate health care? How many people died as a result of genocide, civil war, 

and corrupt governments?" 

Wondering grimly if he would ever get used to these tangents, George replied "I'm not sure. Quite a 

lot I think. Why do you ask?" 

Augustus ignored this last question. "What did you do about it?" 
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George felt a hot flush of embarrassment in his cheeks. What had he done about it? "Well, umm, I 

donated money sometimes. I don't know, not much I guess. But what was I supposed to do? I'm only 

one person, and I'm no expert about these sorts of things. I wasn't rich or powerful; how could I ever 

make a difference? Anyway I had my own problems to deal with..." 

Even through his mechanical tone, George could have sworn he detected a hint of sadness in the 

Augustus' voice when he replied "And that, Mr Westfield, is precisely the attitude that permits a 

once great civilization to decay and collapse, while those who remain do nothing about it." 

George wanted to argue, wanted to defend his species from such a negative appraisal, but he could 

think of nothing to say. He just stared out the observation window, watching the Earth recede 

behind them as their craft ascended into the clouds. 
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V. The Others 
George was back in his room on board the orbiting alien ship. He was unsure how long his journey to 

Earth had lasted, as he still did not have a watch, having forgotten to ask Augustus if he could be 

provided with one. After they returned to the ship, Augustus had taken his leave, explaining that he 

was very busy and would return after George had had time to rest. George was then led by a robot 

back from the hanger bay to his room, where he was given a brief medical checkup, and then was 

given some food and allowed to rest. He lay on his bed for hours, pondering everything he had seen 

that day, and all that he had been told. He thought of the miracle of his being brought back from the 

dead, the strange aliens in whose care he now found himself, the ruined cities of Earth, and the lack 

of any clear reason for their devastation. He thought also of the very last thing Augustus had shown 

him, just before their shuttle re-docked with the station. 

For most of their return journey, the nose of the shuttle craft had been facing away from the surface 

of the Earth, out into space. This allowed George to enjoy a beautifully sobering view of the stars 

and the immensity of space, but also meant that he could see nothing of the Earth itself. Just before 

re-entering the docking bay, however, the shuttle had turned one hundred and eighty degrees, so 

that its nose was now facing away from the space station, back towards earth. Augustus had 

explained that this was standard docking procedure, citing some technical reason that George could 

not recall.  

What George did remember about this incident, however, was the view with which he was 

confronted as the craft rotated around, bringing the Earth back into view. George had always 

wanted to see the Earth from space, and was immediately captivated by its immense size and beauty. 

He noticed they were in a fairly high orbit, permitting him a view of much of the American Eastern 

Seaboard. As he watched, however, he was filled with the same impression he had had when 

viewing the Statue of Liberty - that something was deeply wrong with what he was seeing, 

something obvious, yet at the same time something sufficiently subtle so that he could not 

immediately identify what it was. After staring at the Earth for a while longer, George at last realised 

what was missing. 

He and Augustus had visited New York and the other cities during the day, but it was now several 

hours later and night had fallen, leaving the face of the Earth dark and foreboding. But the night-

time Earth wasn't supposed to be dark. George remembered the many pictures he had seen of the 

Earth at night, brimming with thousands of specks of light, twisting in an elaborate knotty web 

through man's major roadways and cities. As George looked at the globe in front of him, he could 

see none of this. As far as his view permitted, which was roughly half of the continental United 

States, he could not see a single speck of artificial light. Somehow, this was far worse than the sight 

of the destroyed cities. It was a final, grand testament to the fact that man was now gone from the 

face of the Earth.  

Ever since returning to his room, George had been in a state of listless apathy. He felt like doing 

nothing more than lying down and sleeping for a very long time. To his disappointment, however, he 

found that his restless mind was unable to be quieted into sleep. Instead, it continually replayed the 

scenes from the day: his first sight of Augustus, the strange interior of the space station, the sight of 

the ruined buildings in New York, the bird nests on the Statue of Liberty, and the sight of the night-

time Earth, black and empty. 
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After many hours in this state, something clicked into place in George's mind. He sat up straight in 

bed, feeling a renewed sense of vigour and purpose. At last, he knew what he wanted to do; what he 

needed to do. He leaned over and pressed a button on the side of his bed, just as Alice had 

instructed him to do in the event that he wanted something. Immediately she appeared on her 

accustomed screen, smiling down at him expectantly. 

"Hello George." She asked chirpily "How may I be of assistance?" 

When George told her what he wanted, her smile faltered. 

"I'm sorry George. That request is outside my programming. Perhaps if you wait until Augustus 

returns, he will be able to assist you in this matter." 

"No." Replied George firmly. "I'm tired of waiting. If you can't handle this, then I want to speak to 

Augustus about it, and I want to do it now." 

"That may be difficult" she said hesitantly "Augustus is very busy, and you really need to get some 

rest after-" 

"No!" George yelled at the screen, his fists clenched. "I'm tired of being pushed around and kept in 

the dark. I want to talk to Augustus, and I want to talk to him right now!" 

Alice waited for a long time before responding. "Very well" she said, resuming her chirpy manner 

abruptly, "Augustus will be with you shortly." 

Alice gave one last smile and disappeared from the screen, once again leaving George alone to his 

thoughts. He was surprised at how easily Alice had acquiesced to his demands, but decided that as 

long as Augustus came as she had promised, he didn't care about their reasons. 

For a while George remained seated on his bed, but before long his restlessness got the better of 

him and he began pacing the room. Time passed. He was beginning to wonder if Augustus really was 

coming after all. Perhaps Alice had lied to him just to keep him pacified. He wondered how long it 

had been - once again he missed his watch. He was just considering calling Alice again when the door 

opened, and Augustus walked in, rotating his head to focus on George. Once the door had closed 

behind him, he began to speak in his usual flat, slightly mechanical voice. 

"I believe there is something you wish to ask of me?" 

George thought it very unlikely that Alice would have failed to tell Augustus about his request, but it 

seemed that Augustus wanted to hear it again directly from George. 

"Yes there is" he replied tartly. "I want to meet the other survivors." 

Augustus responded almost before George had finished speaking. "As I said before, that is not 

possible at this time. You need to rest and undergo further tests, and there are other preparations 

that must be made before-" 

George cut him off, his voice rising with anger "No! No more excuses or delays! Since you revived me 

I haven't seen a single human being. Every time I mention it you change the subject or make some 

excuse. What are you hiding exactly? Why can't you just let me see them?" 
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"We are not hiding anything. Please Mr Westfield if you will allow me to-" 

"No! No!" George was yelling once again. "No more of your long-winded obfuscatory speeches. Let 

me meet some of the survivors or I won't cooperate anymore with any of your tests or research or 

anything! In fact, you might as well just stick me back into that freezer; I'd prefer that to sitting 

around here without anyone to talk to, not knowing where everyone else is or what they're doing." 

Augustus stood, impassive and silent, for a very long time. George was wondering if perhaps he had 

pushed the alien too far. Maybe they really would return him to cryogenic storage. His bravado 

notwithstanding, George had no desire to be returned to cryogenic storage.  

At last Augustus answered. "Very well Mr Westfield. You will please follow me. Be warned though 

that this is an inadvisable action to take at this time." 

"I don't care," replied George "Let's go". 

Once again amazed that he was getting his way, George followed Augustus out of the room. 

George was led down a maze of corridors to an elevator, down several floors, and then through 

more corridors. He wondered how big this space station really was. It hadn't looked especially big 

from the shuttle when he was returning from Earth, but then, from the vantage point of the shuttle 

there had been no point of reference with which to compare the station, so there was really no way 

of determining its size. Certainly from the interior, the space station seemed to be very large indeed; 

far larger than anything humans had ever placed into orbit. 

Over the course of their journey he saw a few robots of various shapes and sizes, but no other aliens. 

George wondered if they were deliberately avoiding him, or if the station was so heavily automated 

that it required only a small crew. He was about to ask Augustus when the alien drew to a halt in 

front of a large white door. George had been so lost in his own thoughts that he almost bumped into 

one of the alien's hind legs. He looked around at the door, waiting to see if it would open. After a 

few seconds it did, and Augustus led him inside.  

George found himself facing a long central aside, on either side of which were rows of black 

rectangular cubicles, stacked one on top of the other, reaching up to the ceiling many meters above 

his head. There seemed to be dozens of these metallic cubicles in each row, and looking down the 

central aisle George could see that there were many such rows. There had to be hundreds of these 

cubicles just in the portion of the room that he could see, and probably hundreds more beyond that. 

"What are all these boxes for?" George asked curiously. 

"They are storage devices." 

George felt his anger return. "So this is a storage room? Why have you brought me here? I thought 

you said you were taking me to see the survivors!" 

"I am attempting to do exactly that. Please Mr Westfield, allow me to show you. I will warn you, 

however, that you should be prepared for a rather unpleasant shock. You will not like what you are 

about to see." 
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As he spoke, Augustus moved over to the edge of the nearest row of cubicles, and extended two of 

his tentacle-like arms to manipulate some kind of control pad mounted there. 

George was about to ask Augustus what he was doing, when he saw that one of the nearby cubicles 

had been lit up from inside. Now no longer a flat reflective metal surface, George could see through 

the outer panel of the cubicle. As he realised what he was looking at, his jaw dropped, and he let out 

an involuntary gasp of surprise. A human face, eyes large and unfocused, stared back at him from 

inside the metal box. 
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VI. Revelation 
The face George saw inside the cubicle, while recognisably human, was unlike any he had seen 

before. The head was shaved, and the scalp covered with tiny patterns of silver lines, zig-zagging 

across the bare skin in a strange maze-like pattern. Though the eyes were open, they were eerily 

unfocused and uncomprehending. The mouth and nose were covered by a black mask, with a series 

of tubes protruding sideways and downwards, out of the small illuminated portion of the cubicle 

that George could see. The skin was pale and appeared unnaturally smooth and shiny. The face was 

clearly that of an adult, but George could not determine whether the person was old or young, or 

indeed even if the face was that of a male or female. The terrifying blend of flesh and machine made 

George shudder and withdraw slightly. This face may have once belonged to a living person, but to 

George's eyes it had long ago lost all semblance of its humanity.  

Coming out of his stunned reverie, George asked breathlessly "Are they alive?" 

"The body is in a state of cryonic suspension not entirely dissimilar to that in which your boy was 

discovered. Of course, our methods are far more advanced, but the concept is similar."  

"What's with all the tubes and the mask? And what have you done to his scalp?" 

"The mask and tubing are for the provision of nutrients and oxygen. Metabolic activity is minimal at 

these low temperatures, however there is still a small residual consumption of glucose and oxygen. 

The patterning you see across the scalp is a series of microelectrodes that extend through the skull 

into the brain. They are important for monitoring mental activity in the event of partial or complete 

thawing. Of course at these temperatures neural activity is essentially zero." 

George looked around the room at the cold metallic surfaces of the tanks, and wondered how many 

of them were occupied. 

"How many bodies are there?" He asked. 

"There are several hundred in this room. In addition, several dozen bodies are stored in various 

smaller facilities both on the surface and in other orbital stations." 

George continued to stare into the expressionless eyes, into the empty shell of what once had been 

a living, breathing, thinking human being. After long minutes, he was finally able to tear his eyes 

away from the morbid sight, turning instead to look at Augustus. In a surge of anger, he clenched his 

fists and said through gritted teeth "What have you done to them? Why are they like this? Have you 

been experimenting on them or something sick like that?" 

Augustus answered in his usual calm detachment. "We utilise these bodies as part of our ongoing 

research program to improve our understanding of human anatomy and physiology, but it is 

important to understand- " 

George cut him off. "You bastards!" he yelled savagely, taking a step towards the alien. 

"Please, allow me to explain."  

"You say that an awful lot!" spat back George. "How many times do I have to tell you. I don't want to 

hear any more of your long-winded excuses. Just tell me plainly, what did you do to these people?" 
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After a long pause, Augustus began to explain. "When we first reached this planet we detected no 

radio transmissions, no large energy emissions, no air or space traffic, no sources of artificial lighting; 

nothing that would indicate the presence of intelligent life. As we explored the surface we 

discovered the ruined cities, fallow agricultural regions, and many other indications of a collapsed 

civilization. We spent years conducting an extensive search of the urban areas, forests, isolated 

mountainous regions, caves and underground facilities, all to no avail. We were unable to find any 

surviving human populations. 

Several years after our arrival, however, we discovered one last hope of making contact with living 

humans. In exploring the outskirts of one of the larger American cities, we uncovered an 

underground facility containing a small collection of cryopreserved bodies. We immediately began to 

search for similar facilities located elsewhere. This proved to be surprisingly easy, as in many of 

these facilities we found documentation containing the locations of related facilities. Over the past 

decade, we have discovered thousands of bodies, though most had long since thawed following the 

failure of their power systems. The few hundred corpses that were deemed to be potentially 

salvageable were transferred to this specially-built storage facility, where we immediately 

commenced a detailed study of human physiology, with a particular focus on neural structure. 

Unfortunately, the quality of preservation methods was generally found to be rather poor. All early 

preservations and also many of the later ones failed to adequately prevent the formation of ice 

crystals in the brain, meaning that the neural information necessary for revival was irrevocably 

destroyed. We successfully revived a few of these individuals, but none possessed any higher 

cognitive functions, and so were of little use for behavioural study. Many of them had also been very 

ill at the time of death, and so did not survive for very long after revival. The bodies from these early 

unsuccessful attempts, as well as many others that we deemed to be unrecoverable, are stored in 

this facility to assist in further research. 

As our techniques and understanding improved, we turned our attention to the small number of 

carefully preserved corpses. These were deliberately left until later because they offered the best 

chances for a successful revival. After many delays and unexpected difficulties, last year we finally 

succeeded in reviving a body whilst preserving most of the individual's memory and higher cognitive 

functions. Further refinement of our techniques led to the revival of a total of five individuals with 

no appreciable loss of function. You were the last such individual to be revived.  

As Augustus had been speaking, George's anger had been progressively draining away, being 

replaced with a new emotion: fear. "What are you saying?" he asked in trepidation. "Where are the 

others?" 

Augustus paused for a long moment before answering. "I have explained all these things to you, Mr 

Westfield, so that you may understand and believe what I am now about to tell you. The last of the 

cryopreservation facilities was discovered five years ago. In spite of extensive searches, we have in 

that time been unable to discover any others. As for the four other successful revivals, through 

various complications and difficulties, all of them died, the last only two weeks ago." 

"So, you mean..." George began. 

"There are no others. You are the last." 
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George felt numb. His hands were cold, and his legs felt like jelly beneath his body. He took a few 

steps backward to rest himself on the cold metal of the cubicles in the row immediately behind him. 

After the initial shock had passed, he once again found his voice. 

"But, but" he stammered, making an effort to get out the right words. "How can you be so sure that 

you have found everyone? Earth is a big place. Surely there must be groups living in the middle of 

the rainforests or underground or wherever else. And maybe there are other cryopreserved bodies 

that you could revive that you still haven't located yet. You can't have checked everywhere, can 

you?" He trailed off, his final sentence bearing the tone less of a genuine question than that of a 

desperate plea for affirmation. 

Augustus answered as mechanically as ever. "Over the past ten years we have exerted a great deal 

of effort, and expended a substantial portion of our resources, attempting to discover new groups of 

survivors. In spite of all these efforts, we have never found a single living human anywhere on Earth. 

We did discover very recent ruins and remains of small groups of survivors, some of which we dated 

as having died out only a few years before our arrival. We have technologies that enable us to 

perform this search far more efficiently and thoroughly than humans of your era would have been 

capable doing. As such, we estimate that the probability of any survivors remaining alive but 

undetected until now to be exceptionally small. The chances of any viable cryopreserved bodies 

being discovered are even lower, as we have managed to construct what we believe to be a 

comprehensive list of all such facilities that were ever in operation, and all have been located and 

thoroughly searched." 

"But you lied to me" George said weakly, the angry energy that had previously energized him now 

replaced with cold resignation. "You told me that there were other survivors, and that you were 

taking me to meet them." 

Augustus paused a moment before responding. "We considered it wise to withhold the true nature 

of the situation from you until you had had more time to adjust to your new environment. Previous 

experience has led us to believe that too many shocking revelations within a short period of time can 

be psychologically damaging. A certain amount of deception was deemed advisable in order to 

protect your mental wellbeing. Unfortunately, you proved to be unusually recalcitrant Mr Westfield, 

and hence I was forced to accelerate my plans to show you first the cities, and then these cubicles." 

On top of everything else he had learned, George had no capacity left to feel much of anything 

about this deception. He felt himself slipping lower and lower down the side of the cubicle, as it 

became increasingly burdensome to support his own weight. As his back slid down the flat metal 

surface, one final thought occurred to him. 

"Surely there are other things you can do. Can't you use all these bodies to grow new clones? With 

all your fancy technology, there must be way. There just has to be." 

"Cloning is technically feasible, but we consider it to be a highly inadvisable. In order to develop 

properly, human infants and children require a rich environment with appropriate stimulation. 

Without this, they are unable to learn to walk, speak, interact with others. At present we lack the 

ability to provide this developmental environment - our robots and simulated personas are simply 

inadequate for such a demanding task. 
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Even if this difficulty could be overcome, humanity's culture, language, and way of life would still be 

lost. We could teach such things intellectually, but this would never substitute for what was lost. Any 

clones we were to grow would have  their language, values, beliefs, goals, and everything else 

shaped by us, based on the environment and stimuli we chose to provide them. Biologically they 

would be humans, but culturally and socially they would be almost as alien to you as am I." 

By the time Augustus finished speaking, George had slid down the entire length of the cubicle, and 

was slumped on the cold metal floor. He felt as if he should reply, but could not muster the energy 

to do so. Even the act of breathing felt unbearably effortful. At last, he looked up at the strange alien 

figure now looming above him, and asked pleadingly "So I'm the only one left? The very last one?" 

Augustus' tone seemed to soften slightly. "Yes George. I'm sorry." 

George felt the very last thread of hope give way under the crushing weight of despair and horror. 

He was engulfed by a void of nothingness, a sense of despair so overwhelming that he felt as if he 

were going to be sick. An endless dark tunnel loomed before him, with no light at the end, no 

comforting glimmer of hope or promise for redemption - just endless travail through the unforgiving 

blackness. Cupping his face in his palms, George wept. 
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VII. Alone 
It was several days later. George was not sure exactly how many - he still hadn't been able to find a 

watch. He was walking down what had once been a major road, but was now mostly a jumble of 

broken asphalt, with thick tufts of grass sprouting up from every crack and crevice. The uneven 

surface made walking difficult, and George had to spend most of the time looking down at his feet to 

ensure that he did not trip over or fall into a collapsed sewer. Augustus had warned him of these 

dangers, had spoken at length about them, but George had decided to come anyway.  

He remembered how difficult it had been to persuade Augustus to let him leave the space station. 

"I would most strongly recommend against this course of action," he had said. "The surface of the 

Earth, especially the urban areas, is no longer safe for human habitation, particularly solitary 

habitation. Also, consider the fact that you have only recently been revived from over a century of 

cryopreservation. We still know little about the long-term implications of this procedure, and it 

would be unwise for you to go without constant medical supervision." 

"Rubbish" George had replied irritably. "Don't try to pull this on me. You and I both know that I am in 

perfect health, physically at least, otherwise you would never have let me leave the station in the 

first place, even if it was just for a brief sight-seeing tour of the cities. We also both know that you've 

got thousands of microchips and nanobots and who knows what else crawling around inside me, 

monitoring every aspect of my health and repairing what damage they can. At the first sign of any 

trouble you'll receive a ton of signals telling you exactly where I am, and what the problem is. As for 

the idea that the cities are unsafe, you lot have spent over a decade studying them. Don't tell me 

that in all that time you haven't found ways of dealing with the hazards." 

Augustus had not let it go at this. The argument had persisted for many hours, with Augustus raising 

all sorts of objections as to why George should not leave the station and take up residence on Earth. 

In the end, though, Augustus had said that the matter would be considered, and a day or so later he 

had returned to inform George that he would indeed be permitted to leave. He said that they had 

selected a special site for him, the central urban districts of an American city which had been 

specially cleared of wild animals, collapsed tunnels, and other hazards, so as to facilitate easier study. 

They had given him a small one-man shuttle pod, equipped with plenty of food, water, and medical 

supplies, as well as a medical robot to monitor his wellbeing, and then was allowed to leave. 

And thus George found himself walking down the crumbling road in a city whose name, on reflection, 

he could not even remember. Augustus had told him the name, he was sure of it, but since all the 

cities were now identical piles of ruins, the name made little difference to him. 

George still was not sure even why it had been so important to him that he be allowed to return to  

Earth. It was certainly more comfortable and less depressing at the space station, even with the 

strangeness of the surroundings and the cold, antiseptic environment of his room. There was 

nothing to be gained by coming down here. As Augustus had told him many times, this area had 

already been thoroughly searched, both for survivors and for any documents or artefacts of 

historical or cultural significance. All that was left were crumbling buildings, rusted cars and other 

metal debris, and the spreading growth of vegetation, which undulated around the city, snaking 

around buildings, pushing through cracks, and spreading over surfaces. It was as if a giant organism 

was living beneath the city, slowly swallowing up the crumbing metropolis. George found it hard to 

believe that millions of people had once called the city their home. 
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Nevertheless, for some reason he could not describe even to himself, it was important to George 

that he come down here. It was important to him that he walk among these streets, seeing with his 

own eyes, and touching with his own hands, what had become of mankind and its monuments of 

steel and stone. It was as if he somehow owed this last payment of respects to the billions of dead 

humans that he, through no virtue of his own, now survived. 

In the days since Augustus had shown him the storage cubicles, George had thought a great deal 

about what he would do with himself as the last surviving human. He know what Augustus wanted 

him to do. He could almost hear Augustus' cold, mechanical voice as he thought about it... 

"As the last surviving human being, you could play an invaluable role in aiding our research of human 

psychology, physiology, culture, and history. The scientific contributions that you could make would 

be enormous. Even more so if you choose to join us on our return trip to the Motherworld, which is 

planned to commence in about one year's time, after our final round of surveys has been completed. 

On the Motherworld we would have access to much more sophisticated instruments, more 

computing power, and the benefit of many more great scientific minds. The benefits for both of our 

species would be enormous." 

George had not been persuaded by these arguments. The last thing he felt like doing with the rest of 

his life was becoming some kind of lab rat for a bunch of alien scientists. Also, although he knew 

almost nothing about the culture of the aliens, the few hints he had picked up from Augustus, as 

well as the small amount he had been about to squeeze out of Alice through repeated questioning, 

had led him to the conclusion that their sociality differed substantially from that of humans. He 

couldn't be sure exactly in what way this difference was manifested, but he felt certain that it was 

the product of a profound divergence of alien and human psychology - a fundamental 

incompatibility. George thought of Augustus' cold, mechanical voice, and remembered that 

Augustus was in fact a specially trained expert in the field of exobiology and inter-species 

communication. If Augustus was as good of a companion as he would get among the aliens, George 

thought, then perhaps he would be better off by himself. 

He walked on. Periodically some small object or glint of light would catch his eye, and he would walk 

over to investigate. Mostly these turned out to be were pieces of rubbish or debris that had retained 

some bright colouring, or had caught the dim light of the sun. Now, however, a glint of metal caught 

his eye, and he stooped to examine it. Near his feet, half buried in dust and partly obscured by small 

blades of grass that were pushing their way up through the surrounding concrete, he saw a small 

gold watch. George pick it up and examined it closely. It was a very delicate watch, with small spindly 

hands and intricately carved numbers. He noticed that the hands were not moving - they had 

stopped at exactly 11:38. George wondered whom the watch had belonged to, and where it had 

come from. He pondered what story the watch could tell him if it could only speak. What tales of joy, 

loss, and sorrow the watch had passively witnessed, what strange tangle of events had led to it lying 

in this precise location in the middle of the pavement, almost as if it were waiting for him to come 

and find it. George thought about all the many times aboard the station he wished he had had a 

watch. Smiling ruefully to himself, he stood up, placed the watch carefully in his pocket, and walked 

on. 

As he trudged down the road, his mind drifted. He thought about what he was going to do with his 

life now that everything had changed. All the worries, problems, and struggles of his former life now 

seemed so utterly trivial and meaningless. To think of all the time he had wasted worrying about 
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whether a report was submitted on time, or whether his boss would grant him a promotion, or what 

package he should buy for his kitchen remodelling. All of these concerns had now become utterly 

irrelevant with the relentless march of time and history. His friends and family were all long dead. 

The company he had worked for long gone out of business. His house long since abandoned, 

probably fallen into ruins. 

What goal was left to pursue? What of the age-old temptations of fame, fortune, and power? Once 

the cause of so much striving and misery, these concepts simply had no meaning in a world of only 

one. What of the more noble endeavours: helping the poor, defending the weak, protecting the 

vulnerable? These too were empty, for there were none left to help. What of the great endeavours 

of the mind; literature, music, science, and philosophy? The works themselves may survive the end 

of humanity, but what use were such things if there were none around to share them with? A 

painting without viewers is just so many lines and colours, while a song without listeners is nothing 

more than senseless vibrations in air. Now that he was alone, the last man, all that was once great 

and noble seemed futile. 

These morbid thoughts left George wondering if perhaps he ought not to have agreed to return with 

Augustus to the Motherworld. Even as he considered this possibility, he felt a growing sense of 

nausea. No. He could not bear the thought of leaving Earth behind, turning his back on the remnants 

of humanity, in order to become a specimen for some group of asocial automatons to prod and 

dissect. As inhospitable as Earth now was, he could not leave his home for such an existence. He 

simply could not. 

As George's increasingly chaotic thoughts shifted and tumbled, he remembered his earlier surprise 

that Augustus had allowed him to leave the space station at all. He had been expecting them to 

prevent him from leaving under any circumstances, even by force if necessary. So why had they 

allowed him to leave? As he considered the matter, a memory resurfaced, which previously had 

been stored away without reflection, his mind evidently having more than enough to think about 

already. The memory concerned his final conversation with Augustus, just after saying his farewells 

to Alice, and immediately before boarding his shuttle to come to Earth. George could remember 

little of what was said, but he did now distinctly remember Augustus' response to a question he had 

asked about why they had allowed him to leave. George replayed the words in his head, again giving 

him the impression that Augustus was still standing beside him and speaking in the flesh. 

"Arriving at a decision on this matter was very difficult, given the large number of conflicting 

considerations and inherent uncertainties of outcomes. Ultimately, however, it was decided that the 

ethical imperative outweighed the scientific benefits, especially given that there was no compelling 

medical reason why you needed to stay, nor was there any longer a possibility of saving humanity 

from extinction." 

George remembered how he had looked quizzically into the strange face of the alien, and said 

something about how he wouldn't have thought that aliens would have anything like human ethics. 

He couldn't remember his own exact words, but Augustus' reply came clearly to mind. 

"We are not the sort of people who imprison other sentient beings against their will, without an 

exceptionally compelling reason." 
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Augustus had then paused for a moment, before extending one of his bony arms, digits outstretched, 

towards George. George had taken the alien's hand into his own, and remembered feeling its soft 

but scaly texture. 

"May the suns shine long upon your days, and wisdom be heaped upon you." 

Confused, George had been about to ask Augustus what this meant, when the alien rotated his head 

away from George and left. 

Still walking along the dreary road, George reflected on these final worlds of Augustus. He wondered 

what use either sunshine or wisdom would be in this nightmare of a world. Neither seemed to help 

him make a decision about what he was going to do. 

Lost in thought, George barely noticed as a large piece of masonry loomed in front of him. He 

spotted it just in time to avoid a painful collision between his forehead and the stonework. The 

obstacle was badly eroded, covered with moss, lichen, and even what looked like a small bush. After 

staring at it for several seconds, George realised what it was: a broken Latin cross, fallen from the 

roof of a stone church, which prior to his near collision he had not even realised he was passing. 

Peering into the gloomy entrance of the church, he noticed that the door was slightly ajar. Curious, 

George ascended the steps and went inside. 

After passing through the gloomy entrance hall, he opened a crumbling wooden door and stepped 

into the central chapel. Expecting it to be as dark as the entrance hall, he was surprised at the bright 

light that greeted him, and he had to blink several times before his eyes adjusted. Looking around, 

he saw that the light was emanating from several large holes in the walls on either side of the 

building. He suspected these holes had once housed stained glass windows, and indeed looking at 

the floor beneath them he saw traces of what may once have been shattered glass, now oddly 

warped and discoloured. A fire seemed to have ravaged the interior of the structure at some point, 

as George could see scorch marks on the walls and floor, and the charred remnants of a few pieces 

of furniture scattered about. Most of the pews were gone, probably either burnt or rotten away, but 

here and there a few remained standing, in their final stages of decay.  

George heard a rustling sound behind him, and turned to see a small furry creature scurry through a 

hole between the floor and wall. He remembered that Augustus had warned him about the rats. 

Turning back to look to the far end of the nave, George noticed that the pulpit seemed to be mostly 

intact. He walked up to it cautiously, keeping an eye out for more rats. The streams of sunlight from 

the empty windows did not quite reach up to the pulpit, and as he passed through the semi-

darkness, George felt his feet catch on something hard. Almost falling over, he reached out to steady 

himself on the side of the pulpit. Looking down, he saw a large metallic box. He kicked it aside 

angrily, cursing first for having almost fallen over, and second for the pain that now seared through 

his toe after it made contact with the box - obviously it was rather heavier than it looked. 

After nursing his foot for a minute, George was just about to move on when he noticed that 

something had been lying underneath the box. He crouched to pick up the object, and carried it over 

back into the light for a closer examination. It was a book, with old, yellowing pages, and a cover so 

dirty and worn that it was impossible to make out the title. George wondered how an ordinary paper 

book had managed to survive in these crumbling ruins for so long. He supposed that the metal box 

must have offered it some measure of protection from the sun and rain, and possibly even the fire 
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that had torn through the church. Its location on the cold, dark stone floor may also have helped to 

stave off decay. 

Opening the book, George thumbed through the pages with mild disinterest. He had never been 

particularly religious himself, though he had always had a vague notion that there had to be 

something more to the universe than mere space and matter. He noticed that there was a 

disproportionately large number of tabbed pages, highlighting, and other markings at the very end 

of the book. Flipping through to one of these marked pages, George read: 

"And the fifth angel blew his trumpet, and I saw a star that had fallen from heaven to earth, and he 

was given the key to the shaft of the bottomless pit; he opened the shaft of the bottomless pit, and 

from the shaft rose smoke like the smoke of a great furnace, and the sun and the air were darkened 

with the smoke from the shaft. Then from the smoke came locusts on the earth, and they were given 

authority like the authority of scorpions of the earth. They were told not to damage the grass of the 

earth or any green growth or any tree, but only those people who do not have the seal of God on 

their foreheads. They were allowed to torture them for five months, but not to kill them, and their 

torture was like the torture of a scorpion when it stings someone. And in those days people will seek 

death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death will flee from them." 

George considered this strange passage. What did it mean? It certainly did not sound very cheerful. 

He wondered if the words of calamity and woe had in some strange way served as a comfort to the 

people of this church, as they sat and listened while their world disintegrated around them. Scanning 

through some of the neighbouring passages, he saw more references to death, destruction, and 

devastation. It was as if this strange book was a window to the future, a warning against the 

destruction that would soon come. If so, George thought, the warning had done little good. However 

long these people had spent studying these passages, it had done nothing to stop their church from 

being consumed by the ravages of fire and erosion.  

Turning over to an earlier place in the book, George flipped the pages until he came across another 

highlighted passage that caught his interest: 

"Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, 

    vanity of vanities! All is vanity. 

What do people gain from all the toil 

    at which they toil under the sun? 

A generation goes, and a generation comes, 

    but the earth remains forever. 

The sun rises and the sun goes down, 

    and hurries to the place where it rises. 

The wind blows to the south, 

    and goes around to the north; 

round and round goes the wind, 

    and on its circuits the wind returns. 

All streams run to the sea, 

    but the sea is not full; 

to the place where the streams flow, 

    there they continue to flow. 

All things are wearisome; 
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    more than one can express; 

the eye is not satisfied with seeing, 

    or the ear filled with hearing. 

What has been is what will be, 

    and what has been done is what will be done; 

    there is nothing new under the sun. 

Is there a thing of which it is said, 

    “See, this is new”? 

It has already been, 

    in the ages before us. 

The people of long ago are not remembered, 

    nor will there be any remembrance 

of people yet to come 

    by those who come after them." 

These words resonated strongly with George. His earlier melancholic musings rushed back into his 

mind in a raging torrent. Whatever he did now, there would be no one to share it with. No one to 

laugh and tell jokes with. No one to love. No one to miss him, or remember him when he was gone. 

The world would just go round and round, forever trapped in its endless heavenly dance about the 

sun. All was wearisome; all was vanity. 

George began to feel a rising sense of bitterness and despair well up from within. It was as if every 

repressed piece of frustration, anger, fear, sorrow, and disillusionment, were all finally surfacing at 

once. He thought again of the absurdity of his situation, of having been brought back to life, only to 

find that the rest of humanity was gone. Of having to witness the devastation of the cities and the 

decay of mankind's creations, while himself living on, with no one to share his pain and loss. The 

injustice and the cruelty of it all rose to such an overpowering crescendo that George felt like he was 

about to explode. 

In a wave of fury, he tossed the old book across the church. It slid along the charred and muddy floor, 

coming to rest several meters away. He ran after the book and kicked it, sending it spinning through 

the air across the room, tattered pages coming loose and flying in all directions. His anger unabated,  

George looked around and saw a fallen piece of masonry lying on the ground, near where the book 

had first landed. He picked it up and threw it hard at the nearest intact pew. The rotten wood 

exploded as the stone made contact, splinters and other debris flying everywhere as the old bench 

collapsed in on itself. George groped around for another fallen piece of stone, and threw it at a 

second bench, which collapsed similarly violently. He threw a third piece of stone, and then a fourth.  

George realised that he was screaming, screaming so loud his throat burned. It felt like his throat 

would be ripped out of his neck were he to scream any longer, but as anger and despair 

overwhelmed him, he was unable to stop. Finding no more fallen pieces of stone to throw, he 

instead picked up a piece of bent and twisted metal, and turned it upon the pulpit. He struck the 

tough wooden box with the rod with all the force he could muster. The wood, apparently much 

tougher than that from which the pews were made, did not give way, instead making a loud creaking 

sound as the metal made contact. George raised the rod and smote the pulpit again. Blood was 

trickling down his hands, his skin cut by the ragged edges of the metal rod, but he paid no heed. He 

smashed again and again, screaming louder than ever. 
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"Why me?! What did I do?! Why?! Why?!" 

Eventually the rod broke through the outer surface of the pulpit, and George fell forward as the 

momentum from his final blow carried him partly through the sides of the collapsing wooden 

structure. The rod slipped through his fingers and fell inside the hollow interior of the pulpit, causing 

George to slam his head against its outer surface. Crying out in pain, he staggered backwards and 

held his head as it throbbed in pain. Dropping to his knees, he let out a final, long scream, a scream 

into which he poured every last drop of rage and despair against the universe, God, the folly of man 

- whoever or whatever was to blame for this mess. Finally, his strength spent, George collapsed onto 

the dirty stone floor of the ruined church. He lay in silence for many hours, as the sunlight faded and 

the darkness grew. He was alone. So very alone. 
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VIII. The Endling 
The sun passed below the horizon, marking the end of another day. As the shadows disappeared and 

darkness began to grow, birds flew back to their nests, or flew out to begin the night's hunt. Animals 

scurried across the ground looking for food, protecting their young, or seeking safety from predators. 

None of the birds or animals paid any heed to the man, as he walked down the road that cold and 

dreary evening. 

The man walked slowly, bloodied hands shoved into his pockets. Unlike the animals, the man's 

journey that night had no particular purpose. He did not need to forage or hunt for food. There were 

no offspring for him to protect, and no predators from which to hide. What the man sought was 

something far more important than food or shelter, but also something that he knew he would  

never be able to find, no matter how long he searched or how far he journeyed. 

Yet some restless urge from within pushed the man to walk onwards, down the broken road, 

endlessly onward in his futile search. There was nothing more to say, nothing more to think, nothing 

more to do. Every possible action was equally futile, equally empty, equally vain. And yet still he had 

to do something. So he walked on. 

On and on the man walked, as dusk turned to evening, and evening turned to night. The man 

wondered vaguely how long he could continue walking along the same road. He remembered that 

on his descent to the city, he had seen the road cross a major river via a high stone bridge. The man 

wondered if the bridge was still intact, or if, like so much else in this city, it had fallen into ruins. He 

tried to recall what he had seen of the bridge on his descent, but he could not remember. Perhaps, 

the man thought, he would just keep walking for as long as the road would take him. Bridges, like 

everything else made by man, would soon crumble into dust anyway. What did it matter if the 

bridge was intact or not? 

And so he walked onwards, into the dark night. The rustling of leaves and grass at his feet was soft 

and beautiful to his ears; a tiny speck of light in the dark abyss. On he walked. It was very dark now. 

The man wondered if he would even be able to tell if the bridge was intact before crossing. Ever 

onwards he walked, though the blackness of the night. Marching ever onwards, the endling of 

mankind. 
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